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Learning from

CERTIFICATION

GV grad Hillery York
brings passion for history
to Smithsonian Institution
past to learn more about human na
ture and how people operate.
Hillery York, the collections
or some college students, manager for the National Numis
the most interesting dis matic Collection (NNC) at the
coveries they can make Smithsonian Institution’s National
during their academic ca Museum of American History, ap
preciates the opportunity to delve
reers and beyond pertain to science,
social studies or other fields. Some into the past through her work and
people, though, prefer to look to the share what she learns with others.
BY MEGHAN MCBRADY
MMCBRADY@LA N THORN. COM

F

“Ihis is such a venue to be able
to speak to the public and engage
with the public and learn new
research and be able to package
it in a way that can be dispersed
around the country and even
around the globe,” York said.
With over 3.8 million visitors
in 2016, the museum is just one
branch of the Smithsonian Institu

tion’s many museums, galleries and
research facilities dedicated to pro
viding its visitors with information.
While York spends her days
managing more than 1.6 million
monetary objects in NNCs collec
tion—processing and cataloging
objects for inventories and pre
paring others for exhibit instal
lations—the Grand Valley State
University alumna was not always
drawn to a career in history.
Entering the university with
the belief she would graduate
with a veterinary degree, the
2012 graduate said she was mis
erable her freshman year.
“1 wasn’t very happy in my vet
classes because I had worked in a
vet clinic, so it was very difficult for
me to have already been working
there and having to take some of
these classes that I was struggling
with,” she said. “History for me had
never really been an option.”
York fell in love with history
through her required general edu
cation courses. She said taking the
“History of Witches” and Europe
an civilizations courses “blew my
mind, and I was in love.”
“Telling your family that
you’re not going to be a vet any
more and you’re going to hope
fully be a historian and one day
work at the Smithsonian I think
was a little jarring,” she said.
York would eventually graduate
with a Bachelor of Arts in history at
GVSU, later attaining her Master of
Arts in museum studies at George
Washington University. She would
be appointed the collections man
ager at the NNC in November 2013.
York credits much of her ca
reer and academic success to
support from faculty and staff
members during her internships,
independent studies and research
classes. These mentors nurtured
her and pushed her toward a ca
reer in museum studies.
“She was an exceptional student,”
said Melissa Morison, an associate
professor in the classics department
at GVSU. “She had very clear goals
and was very proactive about seek- '
ing opportunities to work closely
with faculty to achieve those goals.”
Alice Chapman, an associate
professor of history at GVSU, said
York’s curiosity and enthusiasm for
learning made it a privilege to work
with her in and out of the classroom.
“Even though she was involved

LAKER EFFECT: Hillery York pictured Tuesday, Feb. 23, 2016. York graduated from Grand Valley State University in
2012 and was named the collections manager for the National Numismatic Museum in 2013. COURTESY I JACLYN nash

SEE YORK | A2

HEALTH: Heather Miller prepares salad
Wednesday, Jan. 11. gvl I sara carte

Promoting
wellness
GV departments earn
‘healthy’ designation
BY JENNA FRACASSI
NEWS@LANTHORN.COM

A total of 14 Grand Valley State
University campus departments
were designated “healthy” this aca
demic year after participating in the
GVSU Health and Wellness’ Certified
Healthy Department Program. Three
of these departments earned the cer
tified healthy designation for the first
time: biomedical sciences, history
and the Registrar’s Office.
Joshua Stickney, lab supervisor
and instructor in the biomedical sci
ences department, said his depart
ment made the decision to participate
in the program last spring. In January,
they found out they met the criteria for
healthy department certification.
“Initiatives like this have the po
tential to change individuals’ lives for
the better,” Stickney said via email.
“There is a general sentiment among
our department that if our main role is
teaching students who will be working
in health-related professions, then we
should be setting a good example of
what it means to be healthy’
Stickney said his departments
positive reaction to pursuing
healthy department certification
was particularly rewarding.
“It was very easy to get people on
board, and it didn’t have to be,” he
said. “This idea could’ve been received
cynically or viewed as a hassle, but it
wasn’t, not even for a moment.”
In order for a department to be
recognized, it must first submit an
application. The department must
meet criteria like flexible work ar
rangements, use of exercise release
time and involvement in the Healthy
Choices Wellness Program.
“When we decided to do it, we
had no idea what we were getting
into,” said Michelle Duram, the his
tory department coordinator. “It
made a huge difference in our de
partment, and we really enjoyed it.”
Duram said the history departSEE WELLNESS | A2

STUDENT RESOURCES

Looking out for each other
New form lets GV community report concerns about students' well-being
BY DYLAN GROSSER
DGROSSER@LAN THORN. COM

In the classroom, students put on
faces of interest, of concentration and
of engagement in order to be suc
cessful. But outside the classroom,
many students battle hardships that
make college more difficult in a dif
ferent way. The loss of a parent or
loved one, a bad breakup, a mental
health or a physical health concern
are examples of these difficulties that
can weigh heavily on students, caus
ing them to underperform in class,
not come to class or worse.
New this year, the dean of stu
dents office has launched a special
ized form, called the Students of
Concern, or CARE, form, to help

observers become interventional in
what could be a person’s crisis.
Students, faculty and staff can sub
mit a form on a student at GVSU to
let the dean of students office know
they have a particular concern about
them. The form goes to Aaron Haight,
assistant dean of students, who con
tacts the student to talk with them
about the concern that was filed.
“I want students to have the
support and resources they need
for their personal well-being, and
we want students to be successful
here,” Haight said.
Variations of the CARE form can
be found in universities across the U.S.
Haight said it was important to have
forms like this to help students find di
rection and support in times of need.

“Many times students have a lot
going on in their life, and they might
not be aware of all the different sup
port and resources that are available
to them,” Haight said.
Haight said she’s seen everything
from substance abuse to eating dis
orders getting reported. Despite
the severity of some issues, she said
many success stories have come
out of her reaching out to students
to tell them about the options they
have. She said she receives a lot of
gratitude from students and parents
for reaching out as well.
“GVSU is a really big place, and
they say it’s nice to know someone

SEE FORM | A2

CARING: Brittany Patrosso studies Tuesday. Oct. 11. 2016. A new form allowing the
community to report concerns of fellow students was rolled out. GVL I SARA carte
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YORK
CONTINUED FROM A1

AUTHOR/PROFESSOR TO SPEAK ON MYTHS ABOUT
TRANSLATING CHINESE
Fulbright Scholar and professor at the School of
Interpreting and Translation Studies—Guangdong
University of Foreign Studies, Chu Dongwei will be
speaking in Grand Valley State University’s Kirkhof
Center on Tuesday. Feb. 21. at 1p.m. on the difficulties and
purposes of translating Chinese texts into English from
modern day and ancient Chinese.
Dongwei has spent much of his life dedicated to
the translation of Chinese texts and is the founder and
editor-in-chief of a print and online journal of Chinese
translated works called “Chinese Literature and Culture.”
He has also published several book within in the past
15 years and is an international member of the American
Literary Translators Association. The event is LIB 100 ap
proved.

PASSPORT FAIR TO ALLOW STUDENTS TO GET OR
RENEW PASSPORTS
Grand Valley State University will host a passport fair
for any interested party who needs to get their passport
or renew their existing passport Tuesday, Feb. 21, from
1p.m. to 4 p.m. in the Grand River Room in the Kirkhof
Center.
The following list of items will be needed by those
who are attending: A birth certificate, previous passport
or naturalization certificate as proof of US Citizenship,
a photo ID (Michigan I.D. driver’s license etc., no social
security cards) as proof of identity, two separate checks
or money orders totaling $135 (one to be made out to
the Department of State for $110 and one to be made out
to UPS for $25 if getting a passport for the first time or
$6.45 if renewing) and a photo for the passport.
If one does not have a photo, there will be an oppor
tunity to get their photo taken at the fair for $3.
Students will also be opportunities to get their photo
taken in the Padnos International Center during office
hours.
After filing and sending all documentation for one’s
passport, please allow six weeks for processing.

THREE MINUTE THESIS COMPETITION TO HIGH
LIGHT GRADUATE STUDENT WORK
The second annual 3-Minute Thesis Competition is set
to be held Wednesday, Feb. 22, at 3 p.m. in Grand Valley
State University’s Loosmore Auditorium on the down
town Pew Campus.
The event features graduate students from all fields
of study presenting their thesis and research in three
minutes and using the aid of only one slide.
The winner of the competition will receive a $500
cash prize as well as funding to represent GVSU at the
Midwest Association of Graduate School’s own 3-Minute
Thesis competition in April 2017.
Those in second and third will receive $250 and $100
respectively. The audience will also get the opportunity
to vote for the presentation they thought was the best.

PARKING PUBLIC FORUM

WELLNESS
CONTINUED FROM A1

ment implemented stand
ing work stations, and the
staff started drinking less pop,
brought healthier food to potlucks and were more conscious
of making healthy choices.
“It made us more aware
of getting outside and taking
advantage of the sun,” Duram
said. “Just to get outside and

FORM
CONTINUED FROM A1

In order to assess the parking situation, Grand Valley
State University’s student senate is partnering with Chief
of police at GVPD Renee Freeman and the parking staff
to hold an information forum for everyone to attend.
The public forum will take place Monday, Feb. 20 from
8:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. in the Kirkhof Center Room 2266.
Students are encouraged to bring all questions, com
ments and concerns to the forum in order to engage in
a productive dialogue that aids in helping work toward
solving the issues students face when parking on cam
pus.

GUEST ARTIST TO HOLD PIANO CONCERT
John Mortensen will perform a piano recital Tuesday,
Feb. 21, at 7:30 p.m. in the Performing Arts Center.
For more information, visit www.gvsu.edu/events/
guest-artist-recital-john-mortensen-piano/.
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in many things, she was un
flappable,” Chapman said.
“She just always seemed to
have everything under control
and organized. It was quite
amazing: She never seemed
rushed or stressed but had
a kind of inner sovereignty,
something that most people
twice her age would envy.”
Currently, York’s favor
ite piece in the collection is
an Ancient Greek coin from
Ephesus. She called it “beau
tiful and absolutely captivat
ing.” She also enjoys other ob
jects from the non-traditional
currency collection.
“We have a stuffed quetzal
bird, and their feathers were
used by the indigenous peoples
of Central and South America
for trade, and in Guatemala
today, their dollar is called the
quetzal,” she said “So, we have
this big stuffed bird in the col
lection, and he is beautiful, like
every color of the rainbow and
iridescent and just amazing.
“We named him Fred, and
he is kind of like our unoffi
cial mascot. We like to use him
during tours to expand peoples
idea of what currency and
monetary objects can be.”
Being part of an institution
that stresses increasing, dis
persing and preserving knowl

cares,” Haight said. “I think
that has been a really posi
tive thing, but I’m hoping
its more positive for the stu
dents and the families.”
Haight said sometimes
students don’t want to be
sought out or they don’t want
to speak to anyone about
their problems after a CARE
report has been submitted.
She said the office lets it go
eventually but not until they
have reached out many times
to the student while trying
not to be overly invasive.

edge, York said her work at
the Smithsonian allows her to
present history as something
dynamic to study and enjoy.
Managing the NNC collec
tion—which ranges from An
cient Greek and Roman coins
to Confederacy currency—al
lows York to see how people
used to communicate with one
another and demonstrates that
money can be anything.
“There’s even a fascinating

story about Yap stones, and
we actually have one in our
exhibit,” she said. “They’re ba
sically big, huge round rocks
with holes in the middle, and
they’re used for big purchases,
and they don’t move. They’re
on the island of Yap. Everyone
in the community agreed that
those rocks are valuable, and
when you’re using them to
purchase things like a house,
they just change ownership.

The rocks don’t move, so
there are people who literally
use rocks as currency.”
York said looking through
the different lenses of history
opens a new world of insight
and understanding.
“With all of these interest
ing paths, I became commit
ted to showing people who
have been in my position
when I was 18 to say this is a
viable path,” she said.

DIFFERENT CURRENCIES: Hillery York examines money samples in the National Numismatic Collection.
As part of her job, York oversees many different historical forms of currency. COURTESY | jaclyn hash

walk or even to walk the halls
inside. The biggest takeaway
was being more responsible
about what we choose to put in
our mouths and to exercise.”
Each department has to re
apply for a healthy department
certification every year. This
gives department staff an op
portunity to come up with new
ideas to try going forward.
“The fact that you re
apply for certification every

year means you learn from
the process each time you
work through it, you mea
sure your performance and
you try to do it a little better
next time,” Stickney said.
The reapplication process
also allows departments that
have not previously participat
ed in the program to join.
“We’ve never done it be
fore, and we saw that the
other departments were do

ing it,” said Wanda Isenga,
assistant registrar. “More and
more people are participat
ing and exercising.”
Isenga said the most ben
eficial aspect of the program
was how it brought the de
partment together and in
spired teamwork.
GO TO:
http://bit.ly/2lkHaUB
FOR MORE INFORMATION

“I would rather be on
the side of caution and care
than ignoring the student
because they don’t want to
talk to us,” Haight said.
Eric Klingensmith, the
assistant director of the Uni
versity Counseling Center,
helped create the CARE
form for GVSU. He said the
form was the latest in helping
GVSU students in need.
“Someone may not be
drawing attention to them
selves because they’re not
leaving their room, and no
one may know about them,”
Klingensmith said. “It al
lows a point of intervention
in someone who can help

someone like that.”
Haight said information
about the form was sent to
all faculty and staff at the be
ginning of the year, but she
said the office has not done a
lot to publicize it to students
yet. She said in times of ex
treme crisis, it’s important
for people to call 911. So far
into this year, 327 CARE re
ports have been filed.
The online form can be
found on the GVSU student
conduct, intervention and
support page.
GO TO:
http://blt.ly/2mcYCK4
FOR MORE INFORMATION

WORK: Students study Tuesday,
Oct. 11, 2016. GVL | SARA CARTE
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CLUES ACROSS
1. Int'l. language specialist's otg.
6. Filament container
10. Amounts of time
14. Double curves
15. Clumsiness
17. Incapable of compromise
19. Mekong River people
20. Chinese broadsword
21. Rescue squad
22. Cablegram (abbr.)
23. Mold-ripened French cheese
25. Don't know when yet
27. Rivulet
30. Wild Himalayan goat
32. Astronaut’s OJ
33. Scientific workplace
35. Xenophane’s colony
36. Exchange

ANSWERS PG. 10
38. Semitic fertility god
39. Chit
40. Sylvia Fine's spouse
Danny
41. Sole
42. Bennc plant
44. Small amount
45. Sodas
46. Sino-Soviet block (abbr.)
48. UC Berkeley
49. Express pleasure
50.__Paulo, city
53. History channel’s #5 show
59. Divertimento
60. Ridge on Doric column
61. Pastries
62. The “It" Girl
63. Hand drum of No. India

CLUES DOWN
1. Labor
2. North-central Indian city
3. About aviation
4. The sheltered side
5. Salem State College
6. Twofold
7. Unusually (Scot.)
8. Floral garland
9. Birthpace (abbr.)
10. Tooth covering
11. Confederate soldiers
12. Signing
13. Point midway between S
and SE
16. Ground where each golf
hole begins
18. A lyric poem with complex
stanza forms
22. Atomic #73
23. Thin wire nail
24. Ancient Germanic alphabet
character
25. Jupiter’s 4th satellite
26. Woman’s undergarment
28. African antelope

29.
30.
31.
32.
34.
36.
37.
38.
40.
43.
44.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.

Afrikaans
Vietnamese offensive
Expression of sorrow or pity
Scot word for toe
Journalist Nellie
Compress
Whiskies
Feathery scarf
White clay for porcelain
Keeps in reserve
Infectious lung disease
Draws ofT
Chinese chess piece
Parrot's nostril opening
Once more
One from Serbia
Fleshy,
bright
seed
appendage
Plural of os
The horned viper
Japanese apricot tree
Taxi
Bustle
Feline
Malaysian Isthmus
••

• • •♦
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University Counseling Center to participate
in National Eating Disorder Screening Day
BY TYLEE BUSH
TBUSH@LANTHORN.COM

SELF-CARE: GVSU's Counseling Center will be participating in National
Eating Disorder Screening Day to educate students. GVL | SARA carte

While media can be a great
source of entertainment and
socialization, it can also be
used negatively, like setting
unrealistic expectations for
body image. Unfortunately,
a twisted portrayal of what’s
realistic can be the cause of
self-consciousness and in
security in a large portion of
the population. Both men and
women are faced with trying
to fit into the mold that media
portrays to be beautiful, and
sometimes this objective can
lead to unhealthy mindsets
and unhealthy habits. Among
these are self-hate, self-criti
cism, insecurity, anxiety, de
pression and eating disorders.
To educate students and as
sist them in fighting body im
age issues and unhealthy eating
habits, the Grand Valley State
University Counseling Center

(UCC) will be holding a series
of events starting Wednesday,
Feb. 22, which is National Eat
ing Disorder Screening Day.
The UCC will have ta
bles set up in various loca
tions throughout campus to
offer free and confidential
screenings for eating dis
orders. These screenings
can be an informational
resource for students and
may include anonymously
taking a 10-minute test in
order to obtain their results.
The screenings will take
place in the Kirkhof Center
Lobby from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
the Recreation Center from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m., the DeVos
Center Building C from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. and the CookDeVos Center for Health Sci
ences from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
If a student is unable to
make it to one of these ses
sions, they can attend the
Body Image Program to be

held later that evening at 6
p.m. in Room 2201 of the
Kirkhof Center. This onehour program will discuss
how advertising and media
are influencing women’s
perceptions of body image.
Also at the Body Image
Program, attendants will
be provided with strate
gies to help them develop
healthier habits and estab
lish more positive percep
tions of themselves and
their bodies.
When most people think
of eating disorders they think
of the two main prognoses:
anorexia and bulimia nervosa.
Both of these are extremely
serious yet all too common
throughout the population.
These disorders stem from cul
tural ideals and myths of per
fection that establish unattain
able expectations. They each
begin with body dissatisfaction
and lowered self-confidence

and lead into unhealthy habits
such as binging, purging, fast
ing, starving and obsessive di
eting or weight management.
Jamie Owen-DeSchryver,
a GVSU psychology profes
sor, shared just how impor
tant the issue of eating dis
orders are in America.
“According to the National
Institute of Mental Health
(NIMH), the average age of
onset for eating disorders is
19 years old, and the lifetime
prevalence in the US popula
tion is .6 percent,” Owen-De
Schryver said. “Although this
is a small percentage of the
population, it results in more
than 30 million people who
are affected by an eating disor
der in the United States. Eating
disorders are very serious and
have the highest mortality rate
of any mental health disorder.”
LOG ON TO:
www.lanthorn.com
FOR THE FULL ARTICLE

FUNDING

Thanking private donors
BY EMILY DORAN
NEWS@LANTHORN.COM

To educate the Grand
Valley State University com
munity about the impact
and importance of private
donor funding, the Future
Alumni Association (FAA)
will be hosting GVS(You)
Week from Monday, Feb.
20, to Friday, Feb. 24.
During this week, GVSU
students will have the opportu
nity to write thank you notes to
donors, attend an ice cream so
cial to learn more about private

funding and wear their Laker
gear for a Spirit Day.
GVS(You) Week will focus
specifically on thanking small,
private donors. According to
statistics provided by the FAA,
528 students donated to GVSU
in 2016, as well as 54.2 percent
of GVSU faculty and staff, and
the average private donation to
the university is less than $150.
Kelsey Keipert, the presi
dent of the FAA, said it was
important to recognize these
smaller donors who might
otherwise be forgotten because
their donations help fund im

portant programs at GVSU.
“A lot of students don’t real
ize (that) tuition doesn’t cover
everything and that if Grand
Valley were funded just by tu
ition, there’s a lot things we
as students would have to go
without,” Keipert said. “The
people who have names on the
buildings are not the ones that
we are looking at. Were talking
about young alumni who grad
uated, people who think that
Grand Valley had a big impact
on their life and want to pay it
forward to current students.”
Caroline Miller,
the

Future Alumni Association
to host GVS(You) Week

communications and mar
keting officer of the FAA,
reiterated the impact these
small donors have.
“I think that a lot of stu
dents take for granted every
thing that the university has
to offer,” Miller said. “They are
thankful for free printing and
all these tutoring centers, but
that has to get funded in some
way, and most of the time, it’s
not even through big donors.

\

LOG ON TO:
www.lanthorn.com

EVERY PENNY COUNTS: GVSU students sign thank you notes to (tenors,
for GVS(You) week in 2016. COURTESY | FUTURE alumni association

FOR THE FULL ARTICLE

PREPARE TO ADVANCE
WITH A MASTER OF SCIENCE IN IT MANAGEMENT
Blending technical skills with a
strong business foundation, MSITM
students prepare for a career applying and
managing information technology in
today’s digital world. Oakland’s program
also offers concentrations in the growing
fields of business analytics and
information security management.

REAL RESULTS
■ Recent MSITM graduates told us they received
an average 30 percent increase in salary

NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED BUSINESS SCHOOL
■ AACSB-International Accreditation

■ The Princeton Review
■ CEO Magazine
■ U.S. News and World Report

LEARN MORE at oakland.edu/business/grad or call (248) 370-3287.
RESERVE YOUR SPOT at our March 14 Graduate Open House at oakland.edu/grad.

OAKLAND
* -V -t

UNIVERSITY.

-------------->--------------APPLY ONLINE at oakland.edu/grad

mmmm n i

School of Business Administration
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OPINION

EDITORIAL

a GVLNEWS

By Taylor Scholtens

GVL EDITORIAL CARTOON

The dangers
of fake news

That newspaper
just sells fake
news!

Just because you
don’t like what the
press has to say
doesn’t mean it isn’t
true.

It’s important to challenge
public officials, press
ince the election, the
political climate at
Grand Valley State
University has mir
rored that of the nation:
split, divisive and covered
by a general cloud of uneasi
ness. Whether you love or
hate Donald Trump, he will
definitely be a president to
remember. Something he
has particularly emphasized
recently is his war against the
media, calling them the “en
emy of the American people.”
Fake news. We’ve all
heard the term, and a specific
news organization probably
comes to mind. Maybe it’s
Fox News, maybe it’s CNN,
maybe you even think the
Lanthorn is fake news. It
doesn’t make a difference,
because the majority of news
organizations out there do
not report fake news.
Originally, fake news was
started when former Presi
dent Barack Obama was
in office. There were legiti
mately fake news stories that
circulated, detailing events
that never happened. These
stories derived from madeup news organizations that
were created for the sole pur
pose of spreading fake sto
ries. Now, it seems as though
“fake news” is a term Trump
uses when a news organiza
tion criticizes him or his cab
inet or his administratidps
Unfortunately, this rb'ob
ric frump uses is detrimen
tal for his administration,
the American people and
the press. The press has ex
isted for as long as presidents
have been elected. Journal
ists are called “watchdogs”

S

for a reason; they are there
to keep those in public of
fices accountable for their ac
tions. Fake news is not when
a story criticizes Trump or
any other member of his ad
ministration. Fake news does
not equate to news you don’t
agree with or news you refuse
to believe. Fake news is when
there are stories being pub
lished by illegitimate organi
zations that don’t exist, about
stories, events and people that
aren’t real or never happened.
The press is partly to
blame for this as well. With
sensational and attentiongrabbing headlines, it may be
perceived that organizations
like CNN or MSNBC have
a liberal agenda and hope
to make Trump’s four years
in office highly contested.
However, if you accuse orga
nizations of leaning left, it is
your civic duty to recognize
there are right-leaning orga
nizations like Brietbart News
and Fox News who have a
conservative agenda.
We understand that many
who support Trump are
equally as frustrated with the
media as Trump is. We at the
Lanthorn are not saying ev
erything that is reported by
the media should be taken at
its word. We challenge you to
research the things that come
out of Trump’s mouth and
the words that come out of
reporter’s mouths or in their
stories. It is important to stay
informed on views from both
sides. Doing so will help us
as U.S. citizens to lead more
democratic lives.
Also, Russia is not fake
news. Russia is a country.
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Learning a second language

BY KELLY SMITH
EDITORIA L@LAN THORN. COM

Think back to a time when
you were walking down the
sidewalk or standing in line for
something, and heard some
one near you start speaking
another language. How do you
react? Were you interested in
their language? Did it irritate
you at all? Did you wish you
knew what they were say
ing? Whether we accept it or
not, language diversity is very
common in this world. And
although it’s not something

Lanthorn is two syllables,
pronounced Lant-horn. It is a
lantern that was used in midto-late 16th century Europe. It
was constructed of leather and a

single lens made of a thin piece
of ox or steer horn. It was used
for illumination and as a beacon.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
slogan is: "Give light and the
people will find their own way.”

GVL OPINION POLICY
The goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn's opinion page is to act
as a forum for public discussion,
comment and criticism in the
Grand Valley State University
community. Student opinions
published here do not
necessarily reflect those of the
paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
aims to be a safe vehicle for
community discussion. The
Lanthorn will not publish
or entertain any forms of
hate speech, but will not
discriminate against any other
views, opinions or beliefs. The
content, information and views
expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those
of the university, its Board of
Trustees, officers, faculty or staff
Reader submissions on the
opinion page appear as space
permits, and are reserved
for letters to the editor only,

all other reader-generated
content can be submitted to
the Grand Valley Lanthorn's
YourSpace page by emailing
community@lanthorn.com.
Letters to the editor should
include the author's full name
and relevant title along with a
valid email and phone number
for confirming the identity of
the author. Letters should be
approximately 500-650 words
in length, and are not edited
by the staff of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn outside of technical
errors for clarity.
To make a submission,
email at editorial@lanthorn.
com or by dropping off your
submission in person at:

0051 KIRKHOF CENTER
GRAND VALLEY STATE
UNIVERSITY
ALLENDALE, Ml 49401
616-826-8276

as a step-by-step learning
guide. Its philosophy is to
teach a foreign language the
same way we learned how to
speak our first, starting with
simply words and phrases
that are always referred back
to and practiced even as the
lessons progress. Although
I never had the time to use
it too much, I found it to be
quite useful for practicing my
speaking.
I’m not necessarily trying to
promote anything in particu
lar, but based on my experi
ence, I believe that learning a
second language really isn’t as
hard as some people want to
believe. According to Pimsleur,
many people believe that the
best time to learn a language is
during early childhood, when
we learned out first language,
but on the contrary, it’s actually
easier for adults if taught the
proper way.
Now, I’m not saying that
we need to boycott any foreik n
language classes that teach an

other method, because people
learn differently, but if you’re
interested in learning another
language and have found it
to be difficult in the past, try
a simpler approach. It doesn’t
have to be Pimsleur. If you
wish to study abroad, there’s
a golden opportunity for you,
or maybe there’s someone you
know who’s fluent in another
language. There’s many op
portunities. Basically, what you
want is something that gives
you the time and opportunity
to practice speaking and un
derstanding any given aspect
of the language before moving
on to the next concept.
When it comes to learning
any language, I think the best
approach to take things one
step at a time and put the focus
on being able to speak the lan
guage fluently as well as under
stand it from a conventional
standpoint. So, interested in
learning a second language?
Give this method a try.

Calorie counting is not always the healthiest idea

WHAT IS A LANTHORN?
Larrt • horn, n. [old English]

anybody should feel obligated
to do, there are benefits of
knowing a second language.
My high school required
at least two years of a foreign
language. Many of my friends
groaned about it. Why do
we have to learn another
language, anyway? What’s
the point? 1 took Spanish
all throughout high school
because I wanted to “climb the
ladder,” so to speak, and see
how far I could go and how
much I could learn. Although
1 was exposed to many aspects
of the Spanish language, I left
high school believing there
was still more to learn. I knew
a lot of vocabulary and was
fairly familiar with the gram
mar rules, but I still didn’t
have the fluency I would need
to speak with a native speaker.
During my freshman year
here at GV, I came across
sponsor for a language-learn
ing program called Pimsleur.
If you aren’t aware if this
program, it basically functions

BY DANIELLE ZUK0WSKI
EDI TORIA L@LAN THORN. COM

In Lake Ontario Hall,
there’s a line of vending ma
chines loaded with varieties of
delicious sweet and salty pro
cessed junk food. Last year,
my fingers seemed to code in
their numbers all too often as
I was running late from class
to work on an empty stom
ach. Ripping open a bag of
Gardettos, speeding down the
hall, I wished I had something

a little healthier and more
fulfilling, but the option didn’t
seem to be quickly accessible.
Still, I knew the product was a
pretty wasteful and unsatisfy
ing way to start the day and
I felt some guilt, but I had to
eat something on those days
scheduled back-to-back.
This year, I try to bring
my own snacks to campus to
save money while also being
a bit more nourished and
less wasteful, but I still pass
these machines every day.
However, I recognize that a
quick, relatively cheap snack
is often needed or wanted by
many students. It suits the
college lifestyle. Sit-down,
pricey campus dining and time
consuming homemade meals
aren’t as easily weaved into
our schedule as is snacking.
Of course, these eating habits
have their effects and Grand
Valley State University is very

much aware of the prevalence
of weight gain and therefore
they attempt to make notices
and add services to aid student
health such as fitness pal for
Campus Dining and a nutri
tionist at the Rec Center. These
support systems can be really
helpful in the difficult arena of
college meal planning.
The other day as I passed
the freshman fitness snack
galore, I noticed one of these
aids had been implemented
into a mach ne. Flowever, I’m
not quite sure exactly how
much help this particular
change really is. Normally,
candies and chips are obtained
as fast as you can move your
fingers. Code the item in and
it’ll fall to your hands soon
enough, but now the change
seems to act as a little pause.
A little “are you sure?” This is
done through the addition of
a calorie calculator. After cod

ing the item in and receiving
the calorie intake numerically,
one can decide if they want
to fulfill their purchase and
consume that number.
As I saw this new attempt
for campus health, I couldn’t
help but think back to my
own entrapment within calo
rie counting freshman year.
After naturally gaining a few
pounds, I signed up for Myfitness Pal and began inputting
whatever I ate on campus. I
became very articulate about
how many calories I wanted
to eat based on the recom
mendation. Soon, though, I
began feeling like my whole
goal was wrapped around
eating less and less. Each day
was an attempt to get a lower
number. Luckily, I began
reconceptualizing what health
meant to me and regained
sense of moderation.
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Being a woman in Palestine
Samah Saleh examines everyday life under 'Israeli Occupation’
BY MEGAN WEBSTER
MWEBSTER@LANTHORN.COM

MAKING FRIENDS: Local kids meet Officer Karcher’s K-9 unit Saturday, Feb. 18, on the Pew Campus.
Those Who Protect Us" was held to change misconceptions of law enforcement, gvl | emily frye

Changing misconceptions
Student organizations partner to intro
duce at-risk youth to law enforcement
BY DREW SCHERTZER
DSCHERTZER@LANTHORN.COM

When people hear the term
“law enforcement,” the idea of
a police officer on duty ready
to protect people typically
comes to mind. But for many
at-risk Grand Rapids youth,
this isn’t always the case.
“Those Who Protect Us” is
an event held annually to try to
change misconceptions these
youths may have about public
safety officials. This year, it was
held Saturday, Feb. 18, from 1
p.m. to 4 p.m. at Grand Valley
State University’s L. William
Seidman Center, Room 1008.
Roughly 100 people gathered
throughout the day to partici
pate in several activities.
Ihe Criminal Justice Stu
dent’s Association (CJSA)
teamed up with Pals Student
Mentors years ago to begin
putting on these events.
Chad Jackson, the presi
dent of the CJSA at GVSU, said
he tried to reach a wider range
of kids each year. He hopes by

offering “Those Who Protect
Us” to poorer socio-economic
classes of students, they will
begin to trust officials.
“Our goal is to provide atrisk youths a chance to build
positive relationships with
public safety officials,” Jackson
said. “Danger arises when kids
don’t think these officials can
make them safe.”
Children flocked to the
Seidman Center eager to
learn. They were all placed
into different groups and
went to six different stations.
There, the kids were able to
hear from many different
safety professionals, includ
ing police officers, firefight
ers, paramedics and more.
There was also a firetruck
and a K-9 unit present.
These kids have little or
no experience with law and
fire departments, said Kath
leen Bailey, a Pals adviser,
so through this experience,
these children can see the
real roles the officials play.
“We want kids to see that

these people care deeply about
their lives and want to protect
and serve them,” Bailey said.
“This experience is informa
tional, and it’s also corrective,
so kids will see the officials are
meant to protect them.”
The children seemed to
thoroughly enjoy the event.
They were given a free lunch
and each got to win prizes
as well. They browsed curi
ously through the stations
and were able to explore a
firetruck and a police car
and meet a police dog.
Bailey believes mentors are
one of the greatest influences
on kids from a young age. She
said her mentors have hearts
of gold and try their best for
the kids they mentor. Bailey
also wants the children to see
her mentors in the most posi
tive light possible.
“We all need mentors
or people to celebrate and
encourage us,” Bailey said.
“They call us our best, and
we can borrow hope from
them when we lose ours.”

Using the analogy of a
prison, Samah Saleh, associ
ate professor of sociology and
social work at An-Najah Na
tional University in Nablus,
Palestine, illustrated a world
in which Palestinian women
are treated as objects rather
than as human beings. While
speaking in the Kirkhof Cen
ter Grand River Room Thurs
day, Feb. 16, Saleh captured the
audience’s attention through
anecdotes and images of what
it is like to be a woman in Pal
estine during her lecture titled
“Palestinian Women Under
the Israeli Occupation: The
Politicization of Everyday Life.”
Salehs lecture was hosted
by Grand Valley State Univer
sity’s Middle East studies in
conjunction with the Michi
gan Model Arab League. In
her introduction to the pre
sentation, Coeli Fitzpatrick, a
GVSU professor and the coor
dinator of Middle East studies,
laid out Saleh’s credentials and
achievements and explained
the importance of her visit.
“Her research is constantly
leading her in the direction
of asking how people, mainly
women and children, inter
nalize the (Israeli) occupation
and what sort of strategies they
developed to resist and to have
fortitude under the occupa
tion,” Fitzpatrick said.
Saleh based her presen
tation on 27 interviews of
Palestinian women that she
conducted for her doctorate
degree. The topic of discussion
was the invasion and demoli
tion of homes, the practice
of Sumud and Palestinian
women becoming activists in
response to the actions against
them and their homes.
“Women are experiencing

a lot of politics within their
home, a private space,” Saleh
said. “They are listening to the
news every morning and are
watching different incidents.
It’s not a matter of choice. It’s a
matter of the everyday life.”
Saleh said it was quite com
mon for the Israeli occupation
to come into a home and com
pletely destroy it No matter
what form of destruction the
Israelis used, the house was
typically unrecognizable by
the end. When this happens,
Palestinian families are per
manently displaced from their
homes and no longer own
the land, effectively becom
ing homeless. Still, the streets
are free of homeless families
because the community has
a large amount of resources
available for these unlucky
families. Saleh said the demoli
tion of such a private space is
a way to punish the occupants.
Nevertheless, Saleh said
Palestinian women manage to
stand up against the occupa
tion by practicing Sumud, the
exercise of peaceful nonresis
tance, and promoting nonvio

lence. They practice Sumud
by keeping the actions of their
everyday lives the same. They
continue to do the things the
Israeli occupation restricts
them from doing.
“Its not on the part of
shooting anyone,” Saleh
said. “It’s to know how to
loy£> to know how to deal
this everyday life.”
fwong with the constant
p^dtice of Sumud, the
women of Palestine also find
a way to break the borders.
Saleh said the women don’t
allow the physical and meta
phorical borders erected by
the occupation restrict them
from getting involved.
“How these women were
involved is a question we
can ask,” Saleh said. “I be
lieve that women negotiate.
There are borders around
them, and it takes to know
how to move outside of those
borders. They are aware, like
most Palestinian women are
aware, of the borders around
them. They are aware about
everything. They know how
to negotiate these borders.”

LECTURE: Samah Saleh talks to attendees in the Grand River
Room of Kirkhof Center Thursday, Feb. 16. gvl | megan webster
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GV co-teaching program enhances education curriculum
BY KYLE DOYLE
ASSISTANTNEWS@LANTHORN.COM

Ihe time and dedication
a devoted teacher puts into
their work is monumental.
These educators put their stu
dents’ best interests first and
try to create the best learning
environment they can.
The educators who dedi
cate extensive time to their
students usually see the
best results, which begs the
question, shouldn’t all edu
cators to be this devoted?
At Grand Valley State Uni
versity, future educators are be
ing trained to be just that.
A co-teaching partnership

between the GVSU College
of Education and Kenowa
Hills Public Schools (KHPS)
focuses on giving students in
the teaching program an op
portunity to see what it’s re
ally like in the classroom by
providing a hands-on learn
ing experience that differs
from the traditional model.
“From the very beginning
of the fall, (the co-teachers)
assume responsibilities that
are student-centered all the
time,” said Sheryl Vlietstra,
affiliate professor of educa
tion at GVSU. “Both the men
tor-teacher and the teachercandidate are engaging in
some way and interacting and

LEARNING: GVSU student teachers work alongside students and
staff at Alpine Elementary School, courtesy | alpine elementary

teaching children at all times.”
The co-teaching program
differs from the traditional pro
gram in that the co-teaching
program puts the student in
the same classroom for an en
tire school year. In addition,
the students involved in the co
teaching program aren’t seen as
“guests” in the classroom but
as equals with the teacher, said
Kevin Cook, a GVSU student
involved in the program.
“As the year went on and
they had me there every sin
gle day, especially the second
semester that I’ve been there
all day, every day, it’s really
transformed their view of
me from the assistant in the
room to this is one of our
teachers,” Cook said.
As part of the program,
the GVSU co-teacher is in
the classroom for half the day
during the fall semester and
then is there all day during
the winter semester.
During
the
2015-16
school year, the program
managed to produce impres
sive results: any class with a
GVSU student teacher had
better test scores than a class
without a GVSU co-teacher.
The program itself began at
the beginning of the 2015-16
semester when staff members
had come to KHPS with a plan

to put GVSU students in class
rooms as co-teachers instead of
student teachers in an effort to
give them more experience.
Right off the bat, 10
KHPS teacher volunteered
to have a GVSU student in
their classroom, and since
then, those same teachers
have wanted more students
to fill the role that the previ
ous student have left behind.
“It doesn’t surprise me when
you take a high-quality preservice teacher and pair them
with a high-quality in-service
teacher that you’re going to
get a good result,” said Doug
Busman, associate professor of
education at GVSU.
Not only does the program
offer the opportunity for GVSU
students to get a more handson feel for the classroom, but
it also gives young school-age
students a helping hand. Vliet
stra said with the addition of
GVSU students as full-time
teachers, the number of kindergartners who were crying
or missed their parents and
guardians was brought down.
Along with this, the kids
get to form a bond with the
teacher more so than if they
were only in the classroom
for half a day for half a year.
Cook said the relationships he
builds with the kids is amaz

ing, and everyone learn better
due to being better connected.
Along with that, he’s able
to step outside his comfort
zone and try things that will
make him a better teacher
in the long run, like the time
he overcame his shyness of
using character voices when
reading children’s books.
“(The kids) picked (a) chil
dren’s book that was basically
all singing in it,” Cook said.

“And they were like, ‘You have
to sing it! You have to sing it!’
And when a group of second
graders is telling you you have
to sing it, that really put me in a
spot where well, now it’s time to
learn how to have fun and just
let loose. So I sang it to them.
“I think that was a re
ally big turning point for
me with my comfort in the
classroom, but it also let me
be a real person to them.”
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American Advertising
Awards host annual gala

HISTORIES OF STUDENT ACTIVISM AT GVSU
The Kutche Office of Local History, Special
Collections and University Archives at Grand Valley
State University will be facilitating a new exhibit
portraying past instances of student activism at GVSU
beginning Monday, Feb. 20 in the Exhibition Space in
the Mary Idema Pew Library on the Allendale Campus.
The exhibit highs activism at GVSU from its found
ing until 1979 and includes photographs of student
protests and past articles publishing in The Lanthorn.
The exhibit will also feature a few recent examples of
student activism on campus.

BY CARMEN SMITH
CSMITH@LANTHORN.COM

In recognition of outstand
ing advertising work com
pleted by professional and
student-level nominees, the
American Advertising Awards
(ADI)Y), facilitated a gala,
hosted by the American Ad
vertising Federation of West
Michigan, Thursday, Feb. 16
at the New Vintage Place in
downtown Grand Rapids.
Award-winning
partici
pants and supportive guests
gathered to network and cel
ebrate with music and an abun
dance of food and drinks.
Contestants from each
category were eligible to win
a bronze, silver or gold along
with a Judges Choice and a Best
in Show ADDY. The gala also
included an audience partici
pation aspect with a live-voting
opportunity. The piece that
received the most votes won a
Peoples Choice ADDY award.
“To become a successful
advertiser post graduation, you
have to get out in the commu

ENDING THE STIGMA OF MENTAL ILLNESS
To Write Love on Her Arms, Grand Valley State
University Chapter, will be hosting "Breaking Down
Walls," Tuesday, Feb. 21 from 9 p.m. to 11 p.m. in the
Kirkhof Center, Room 2250 on the Allendale Campus.
This event was created to shed some light on men
tal illnesses in an effort to demolish the stigma that
surrounds them by providing facts on anxiety, OCD,
suicide, addiction, self-harm and eating disorders.
For more information on this event, contact the To Write
Love on Her Arms organization at twlohagvsu(g)gmail.com.

EATING DISORDER SCREENING DAY
February is Eating Disorder Awareness month,
and the University Counseling Center at Grand Valley
State University wants to make sure students are
aware of the helpful resources available on campus.
Concerned students are encouraged to stop by screening
tables set up in multiple locations across campus for 10 min
utes to fill out a free questionnaire and receive instant results.
The screenings will be held Wednesday, Feb. 22 from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Kirkhof Center lobby, on the Allendale
Campus, the Fieldhouse Arena on the Allendale Campus
and the DeVos Center lobby on the Pew Campus.

ZUMBA PARTY
Campus Recreation at Grand Valley State University
invites all students, staff and faculty members to attend a
night of free Zumba Wednesday, Feb. 22 from 8 p.m. to 10
p.m. in the Fieldhouse Arena on the Allendale Campus.
All attendees are encouraged to dress in com
fortable workout attire to participate in this upbeat,
cardio-based event.

nity, networking as much as
possible,” said Dan Doubert,
AdFed Intern and GVSU stu
dent, “just to get a feel of what
its like, even if its just talking
to professionals, learning from
them or visiting their agencies.”
Two advertising students
from Grand Valley State Uni
versity took home three ADDY
awards. Goubert and Joey
Parks won a bronze ADDY for
their three-poster campaign
piece on Krispy Kreme donuts.
Parks also won an individual
bronze ADDY for one of his
original illustrations, and Gou
bert collected a gold ADDY for
copywriting work.
“Going there and seeing
people doing the work that I
want to do, it keeps a career goal
in mind. It makes my dreams
feel a little bit more realistic,”
Goubert said. “Let it be a testa
ment that entering does pay off
for Grand Valley students.”
With more than 100 cat
egories in both the student and
professional areas, contestants
were able to submit any piece
produced in 2016.
“If you enter, then you

What would life be like
without music? Imagine it
for a moment. No listening
to music on the radio on
a long drive. No music to
dance to. Many people do
not realize it, but music has
a bigger effect on their lives
than they may think.

GRAND VALLEY
LANTHORN
■ I-' - •

Interested in working for the Lanthorn? Check
us out on Laker Jobs for the following positions!
Writers
Photographers
Advertising Executives
Graphic Designers
And more!

The New Music Ensem
ble at Grand Valley State
University, an undergradu
ate ensemble that promotes
modern-day music through
different events, will be facili
tating the eighth annual Stu
dent Composer Competition
for GVSU music students.
Student composers are
asked to compose 60-second
pieces that relate to a specific
piece featured in the GVSU
Art Gallery in the Performing
Arts Center on the Allendale
Campus. This year, the exhi
bition they’re asked to draw
inspiration from is “Comfort
ably Numb,” created by GVSU
Artist-in-Residence
Nayda
Collazo-Llorens.
Collazo-Llorens’ work is
comprised of a vast series of
clippings from magazines and
other printed materials.
Founder and director of
the New Music Ensemble, Will
Ryan, said each year the win
ners of the competition seem
to be the ones that capture the
spirit of the artwork the best.
The New Music Ensemble
will perform all the compo
sitions in a free concert held
Friday, March 17 at 7:30 p.m.
in the GVSU Art Gallery in
the Performing Arts Cen
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parts and then revising, and
even after all that it often feels
like the works are incomplete.
“Its an interesting musical
puzzle that is rewarding and
educational to try to solve.”
The ensemble has hosted
this competition since 2009 to
engage beginning music com
posers and turn them into ex
perienced music makers. The
ensemble not only helps pre
pare students for careers that
include contemporary music,
but helps them to become ex
ceptional supporters, educators
and masters in this subject.
“Composing in response
to a visual element is a long
standing tradition in music,”
Ryan said. “This event gives our
composers the opportunity to
try the process and then hear a
performance shortly after.”
Students who will be watch
ing or participating will gain
experience while having an op
portunity to enjoy the benefits
music has to offer.
“Three years ago, the com
position competition was the
first opportunity I had to have
my music played by a real en
semble,” Schroeder said. “Its so
gratifying to hear your music
played by some of the best mu
sicians the school has to offer.”

Dog Story Theater to host
Comedy Outlet Mondays
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ter. There will be judges that
award first, second and third
prize winners, as well as an
audience favorite prize.
The composition is a re
quirement for all students
in the composition studio,
along with anyone taking
Ryans class, “studying of
music composition”.
All
competition
par
ticipants submit their pieces
anonymously. Their work is
then premiered by the en
semble in the gallery among
the art that inspired the mu
sic. Since there are no names
attached to the compositions,
the 60-second pieces must
contain impeccably notated
scores and parts, along with
clear directions so the ensem
ble can play it correctly.
“[The pieces are] only a
minute long, so someone
might think that they would be
simple and easy to compose,
but really, the time restriction
makes the composing much
more difficult,” said Niko
Schroeder, last years first place
and audience favorite winner.
“How do you communicate a
valuable and intriguing musi
cal idea in just 60 seconds? Its
really tough! I spend hours on
each piece sketching, writing

DOWNTOWN

BY KATE BRANUM
ARTS@LA N THORN.COM
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CELEBRATE: Student and professional-level nominees were hon
ored for their notable advertising contributions, courtesy | adfed

GV New Music Ensemble to host eighth
annual Student Composer Competition

MUSICIANS: The winning 60-second music pieces will be played by
the New Music Ensemble at a free concert, courtesy | will Ryan
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of-a-kind opportunity for stu
dents to network themselves
and get their work recognized
in the community.
“It’s a chance to get people
to look at your work. Second of
all, if you have a great idea and
you can communicate it well,
then you’re going to have a
great shot at getting an award,”
Rabideau said. “Also, creativity
isn’t always an art. The actual
strategy behind something has
been proven to be enough to
win at the ADDY’s.”

PERFORMANCE

BY SIDNEY SELVIG
SEL VIGS@LAN THORN. COM

6
1
5 4

can get recognition from
these high class profiles,”
said Alex Rabideau, AdFed intern and GVSU stu
dent. “If you go (to the
gala) and volunteer, then
you get to interact with
these judges, and that’s a
really cool experience.
It’s really important because
one of the big things that the
ADDY’s provide is kind of a
chance to view what other stu
dents in the area can produce.”
The ADDYs offer a one-

9
2
Level: Beginner)

Looking for a good
laugh? Find the funny
at Dog Story Theater in
downtown Grand Rapids.
Dog Story, a small, vol
unteer-based
performance
venue, hosts Comedy Outlet
Mondays (COM), each Mon
day from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m.
COM, created and facili
tated by the West Michigan im
provisation troupe No Outlet
Improv, exposes audiences to
a wide variety of experimental
comedy. New and returning lo
cal artists from around Grand
Rapids gather at Dog Story
each week to showcase their
talents through stand up com
edy acts and long and shortform improv sketches.
No Outlet Improv, wellknown in the Grand Rap
ids theater community, also
hosts regular shows at the
Grand Rapids Childrens
Museum, LaughFest and The
Lake Effect Fringe Festival. In
2014, No Outlet planned and
hosted the first ever Grand
Rapids Improv Festival.
Each week, COM opens

with a News Flash segment,
featuring two Dog Story
volunteer performers who
present current events and
international news stories
using witty jokes and funny
responses. The stage is then
turned over to the groups
scheduled to perform un
til 8 p.m. Immediately fol
lowing the scheduled acts,
COM offers a chance for
newcomers to put their
comedy or improv skills to
practice with an open-mic
segment until 9 p.m.
Typically, Dog Story houses
three or four improv troupes
or comedians per week. Some
of the groups who frequent
COM include: Funny Girls,
Plant Parenthood and Grand

Valley State University improv
troupe, Pseudo Improv.
Most people group impro
visation and stand-up comedy
together, however, improvisa
tion doesn’t necessarily trans
late to intentional comedy.
Improv is the act of creating
responding to unforeseen cir
cumstances and situations
without pre-planning. While
the improv groups that per
form at COM generate endless
laughs from audience mem
bers, their main goal is to keep
the dialogue flowing, encour
age audience participation and
show support for each other.
LOG ON TO:
www.lanthorn.com
FOR THE FULL ARTICLE

STAND-UP: The Dog Story Theater welcomes both experienced and
amateur comedians to practice their skills, courtesy | zach Johnson
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FOUR GVSU STUDENT-ATH
LETES EARN FALL GLIAC
COMMISSIONER'S AWARD
The Great Lakes
Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference revealed the re
cipients of the Fall 2016 GLIAC
Commissioner’s Awards with
Grand Valley State athletes tak
ing home four of the possible 12
spots.
Two GVSU cross country
athletes, Chris May and Kendra
Foley, and two women’s soc:
cer players, Clare Carlson and
Gabriella Mencotti, were all
selected for their performance
on the field and in the classroom.
May and Carlson are two-time re
cipients of the award, while Foley
and Mencotti won the award for
the first time in their collegiate
careers.
May finished his senior
season earning a USTFCCCA
All-American honor with a 10th
place finish at the NCAA Division
II Cross Country Championships.
He finished inside of the top 10 in
every event he competed in dur
ing the 2016 season. May held a
3.70 GPA in biomedical science.
Alongside May on the
women’s side, Foley completed
her senior season with her
second individual national title in
2016. She helped GVSU capture
its fifth team national champion
ship and was named the 2016
GLIAC Athlete of the Year. She
is also a nominee for the Honda
Dll Women’s Athlete of the Year.
Foley held a 3.50 GPA in com
munications.
As part of a senior class
that reached four consecutive
national championships and won
three, Carlson won her second
Commissioners Award in her ca
reer. She was a two-time GLIAC
Defensive Player of the Year in
the 2015 and 2016 seasons. She
was also an NSCAA Scholar AllAmerican and CoSIDA Academic
All-American the past two
seasons. Carlson held a 3.94 GPA
while majoring in biomedical
sciences.
In her junior campaign,
Mencotti led the nation in scoring
with 29 goals and 71 points. Her
performance in the classroom
as an accounting major earned
her a multitude df awards. She
was named the D2CCA Player
of the Year, a CoSIDA Academic
All-American, an NSCAA Scholar
All-American and the NSCAA
Scholar Player of the Year.

LEADERS: From left to right: Senior forward Juwan Starks, senior guard Luke Ryskamp, senior forward Trevin Alexander and team manager Harold Wiggins pose for a
photo before Grand Valley State's 82-77 senior day loss to the Northern Michigan Wildcats Saturday, Feb. 18 at the Fieldhouse Arena in Allendale, gvl I KEVIN sielaff

End of an era
BY BEAU TROUTMAN
SPORTS@LANTHORN.COM

eniors Trevin Al
exander, Luke Rys
kamp and Juwan
Starks played their
final regular season home
games this weekend.
Time will tell if the trio
will ever play at Fieldhouse Arena again.
The Grand Valley State

S

mens basketball team split its
final two-game home series of
the season with a 74-57 win
over the Michigan Tech Hus
kies 'Thursday, Feb. 16 and an
82-77 loss to the Northern
Michigan Wildcats on senior
day Saturday, Feb. 18.
The split put the Lakers’
record at 16-11 (12-8 GLI
AC). Had the Lakers defeated
the struggling Wildcats (817,6-14 GLIAC), they would
have taken sole possession of

third place in the GLLAC. In
stead, they are in a four-way
tie for third place with Lake
Superior State, Wayne State
and Michigan Tech.
Making things even more
complicated is Ashland at
seventh place in the confer
ence at 16-9 (11-8 GLIAC)
and Hillsdale at eighth (1511, 11-9). The Lakers, who
clinched a spot in the GLIAC
Tournament with the win
over the Huskies, play the

Alexander, Ryskamp and
Starks play final two regular
season home games with
1-1 weekend split

first-ranked Ferris State Bull
dogs (23-4, 17-3 GLIAC) on
the road next Thursday, Feb.
23 in the regular season finale.
A win over the Bulldogs
could be the difference in fin
ishing third or eighth in the
final conference standings,
as well as whether or not the
Lakers will host or travel for
their first toumafnent game.
“It’s overwhelming to even
think about,” said GVSU
coach Ric Wesley. “We got

enough stuff to think about
just playing the games, let
alone the standings. I’ve never
gone into a game thinking it
was advantageous to lose, we
just spend all of our time fig
uring out- a way to win. That’s
what we’ll do this week.”
In the first game of the
weekend against the Hus
kies, the Lakers built a 38-22

SEE M. HOOPS | A8
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FORMER DEFENSIVE END
ALTON VOSS FEATURED IN
SI.COM STORY
In a story about possible 2017
NFL draft prospects on Sl.com,
former Grand Valley State foot
ball player Alton Voss was one of
four athletes featured in a sec
tion called "The Longshots.” The
section featured athletes who
took unique paths to become
NFL draft prospects.
In addition, he was also
featured on the Jim Rome radio
show on CBS Sports Radio
Thursday, Feb. 16.
After starting his collegiate
career as a quarterback at
Southern Florida, Voss picked
the game back up after spending
a two-year stint in rehabilitation
for drug addiction. GVSU gave
Voss a second chance at col
legiate football, and he made the
most of the opportunity.
In his four years in a Lakers
uniform, Voss appeared in the
NCAA Dll Playoffs three times,
including two trips to the semifi
nals. Voss was an integral piece
of the defensive line of the 2016
team that won the GLIAC.
Voss will likely be a late
draft pick or a free agent that is
invited to earn a roster spot at
training camp for teams willing
to give him a tryout. In the mean
time, Voss works as a public
speaker.

BY JOSH PEICK
JPEICK@L A N THORN. COM

With the game tied and the
clock ticking to the final sec
onds, the Grand Valley State
women’s basketball team put
the ball in the hands of the
player who scored three game
winning shots in last season’s
Final Four run, Janae Iangs.
From the left wing, Langs
brushed past a screening Piper
Tiidcer and pulled up to take a
jump shot from just outside the
tree throw line. The shot sailed
over a Northern Michigan de
fender’s hand and into the bas

MS. FOURTH QUARTER: Grand Valley State assistant head coach Phil Sayers congratulates senior guard Janae Langs after her game-winning shot that lifted the Lakers
46-44 over the Northern Michigan Wildcats on senior day Saturday, Feb. 18 at the Fieldhouse Arena. GVSU is now 20-6 (15-5 GLIAC) this season, gvl | KEVIN sielaff

\3 III

ket with 3.8 seconds left on the
clock, sending the crowd and
the Inkers into a frenzy.
The Lakers closed out the
final seconds by not allowing
the Wildcats to get a shot off
before time expired. Langs’
shot capped off the Lakers’
two game sweep of Michigan
Tech and Northern Michigan*
in the final two home games
of the regular season.
GVSU beat Michigan Tech
64-52 Thursday, Feb. 16 and
Northern Michigan 46-44
Saturday, Feb. 18. The Lakers
(20-6, 15-5 GLIAC) moved
ahead of Michigan Tech in

Langs’late game heroics
complete two-qame home sweep

the standings and one game
behind .Saginaw Valley State
for second place in the GLI
AC North Division.
In the first game of the
weekend, the Lakers enacted
revenge against Michigan
Tech after losing to the Hus
kies on a buzzer-beater earli
er in the season. After a slow
start, the Huskies grabbed
the lead early in the game.
In the second quarter,
GVSU retook the lead behind
a strong showing from Bailey
Caimduff. On her way to a
double-double, Caimduff fin
ished the first half with nine

points and eight rebounds.
“Our guards were re
ally attacking downhill which
opened things up for me out
side,” Caimduff said. “Our post
players also made really good
passes from the inside out.”
After halftime, the Lakers
pulled away in the third quar
ter, grabbing a 14 point lead.
Freshman Jenn DeBoer gave
the Lakers a lift in the third
quarter and finished the game
with 10 points. The defense
held the Huskies to only 13
points in the third quarter.
“I thought offensively we
did a better job keeping our

eyes up and making deci
sions,” said GVSU coach Mike
Williams. “(Defensively), we
took away the shooters early,
which we wanted to do.”
Caimduff completed her
double-double in the third
quarter and finished with
17 points and 12 rebounds.
While she was scoring on the
offensive side of the court,
Caimduff shut down whoever
she guarded on defense.
“Defensively it might have
been one of the best games she
played because whoever she
guarded didn’t score,” Williams
said. “She was lockdown.”

The Lakers cruised to a
12-point win in the fourth
quarter, a rare feat in a
game against the Huskies.
“Every time you play
(Tech), both teams are
locked in and both teams
are playing as hard as they
can possibly play every pos
session,” Williams said. “A
win by 10 feels like 30.”
GVSU’s momentum did
not carry over into the first half
against Northern Michigan in
the second game of the week
end. The lakers managed to

SEE W. HOOPS | A8
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Last hurrah
BY ROBBIE TRIANO
RTRIANO@LANTHORN.COM

The Grand Valley State
men’s club hockey team (Di
vision II) can be proud to say
they finished the regular sea
son with a record of 22-4-3
after sweeping its final week
end series against Davenport.
The Lakers won the first
game in a back-and-forth
5-4 victory Friday, Feb. 17,
while completing the sweep
the next day with a 7-4 vic
tory to close out the season.
GVSU found itself shorthanded the whole weekend
after offensive weapon Troy
Marrett suffered a concus
sion during the first game,
while breakout star Ryan
Hein continued to recover
from a concussion he suf
fered against Southern Il
linois. Coach Mike Forbes
was pleased with his team
rebounding from those in
juries against a tough Dav
enport offense.
“Both Marrett and Hein
are a major focal point of
our offensive scheme, so
for our team to rally and
pick up the slack showed
how solid this team is all
around,” Forbes said.
GVSU needed to win this
weekend in order to clinch the
No. 2 spot in the Central Divi

M. HOOPS
CONTINUED FROMA7

halftime
lead.
However,
Huskies’ guard Bryan Heath
scored eight straight points to
start the second half to make
it 38-30, forcing GVSU to use
an early timeout. After Heath’s
run, it was Alexander’s turn to
go on a run of his own. It was
Alexander’s first game back
after a knee injury that kept
him out of GVSU’s win over
LSSU Saturday, Feb. 11.
Alexander, who played
only two minutes in the
first half after picking up a
couple of quick fouls, had a
double-double in the second
half alone. After just scoring
three points in the first—on
what was the first field goal
of the game—Alexander
recorded 15 points, 10 re
bounds and two steals for the
game, shooting 6-of-7 from

D2 hockey closes out regular
season with two wins

sion and get an automatic bid
into the national tournament.
The first game saw the two
teams exchanging goals until
the final period. Davenport
scored early in the third to
take a 4-3 lead, but the Lakers
didn’t give in as they scored two
unanswered goals by Collin
Finkhouse and Daniel Smith to
make the score its final of 5-4.
“It was a dogfight to get
that ‘W’,” Finkhouse said.
Other goal scorers for
the Lakers on Friday were
Cameron Dyde, Marrett
and Ryker Barber.
Saturday’s game started
exceptionally for the Lak
ers, as they ended the first
period with a 4-1 lead.
However, that lead gave
the Lakers too much con
fidence as they became
sloppy with their oppor
tunities, letting Davenport
crawl back in the game. By
the end of the second pe
riod, GVSU only led 5-4.
“It looked like the guys’
minds were on other things
as they seemed to just al
ready put their focus on the
national tournament,” Forbes
said. “Davenport has a quick
strike type of offense, and we
tried to get too fancy with the
puck on offense giving them
the opportunities they need
ed to get back into the game.”

Luckily, the Lakers re
gained their focus as Austin
Koleski scored GVSU’s sixth
goal of the night. Daniel
Smith sealed the deal by scor
ing a shorthanded empty net
goal to give the score its final
of 7-4 to close out the season.
GVSU’s focus has now
been shifted for preparing
for the national tournament
Wednesday, March 15, leav
ing the Lakers with three
weeks to practice and get its
main players back to normal
health. Coach Forbes has
been no stranger to the na
tional tournament as GVSU
hasn’t missed it since the
2005-2006 season.
“We can take care of some
challenges we faced in the de
fensive zone and our power
play situations. It should be
a great break for us without
having too much rust going
into nationals,” Forbes said.
“'The biggest thing is manag
ing the emotions of being at
nationals. We want to make
sure the highs aren’t too high
and the lows aren’t too low.
“If we get scored on first, it
feels like our walls are crash
ing down on you. It’s a mat
ter of putting in the effort
and having the confidence of
not letting the emotions take
over the way you play.”

the floor (2-2 from 3-point
territory). The Lakers quick
ly pulled away from the Hus
kies, owning a healthy lead
for the rest of the game.
Sophomore center Jus
tin Greason added 13 points
with seven rebounds and ju
nior point guard Chris Dors
ey had 12 points with six re
bounds and three assists.
“It takes a lot off Luke and
Juwan and all the other play
ers when I take on a scoring
role,” Alexander said. “If I
can do my part, make the
defense work, it opens up
lanes for everyone else.”
The second game against
the Wildcats started with a
pregame tribute to the three
seniors, but that was the
lone highlight of the day for
the Lakers. Though the of
fense played well, GVSU’s
defense could not stop the
Wildcats’ shooting effort led
by guards Naba Echols, Sam

Taylor and Marcus Matelski.
“I thought they just played
really well,” Wesley said. “We
never did a really good job of
finding a defense that got them
under control. They were the
aggressors the whole game.”
Those three combined for
59 of the Wildcats’ 82 points.
The team shot 54.5 percent
from the floor, including 13of-28 from beyond the arc.
Taylor had 24, Echols had 21
and Matelski had 14. GVSU’s
largest and only lead was a
two-point advantage in the
first few minutes of the game.
Alexander’s performance
carried over from Thurs
day, and he finished with 17
points with nine rebounds.
With his performance, he
became the 10th leading re
bounder in GVSU history
with 671 career boards, pass
ing Ron Polus (1981-1985).
Greason went off against
the Wildcat defense, total

STREAKING: Grand Valley State’s Collin Finkhouse controls the puck during the Lakers’ home game
versus the Michigan Wolverines earlier this season. GVSU finished the season 22-4-3. GVL I EMILY FRYE

ing 24 points and eight re
bounds on the day. Greason
shot 7-of-9 from the field
and 10-of-12 from the free
throw line, and dominated
after NMU center Myles
Howard sat the bench after
getting into foul trouble.
Greason, who began the
season as a role player who
split time with junior cen
ter Drake Baar, has proven
himself as a starter with his
development this season.
“It’s mainly just confi
dence,” Greason said. “Just
keeping my confidence high,
doing the same thing in prac
tice that the starters are doing
every day, I just keep it going
and trust in the process.”
Starks added 11 points
with four assists and Ryskamp added eight points
in what could be their final
home game as Lakers.
Ryskamp says it’s surreal
that he and his fellow seniors

W. HOOPS
CONTINUED FROM A7

NO MOUNTAIN TOO HIGH: Members of the Grand Valley State women’s basketball team celebrate on
the sideline during the Lakers' 46-44 win over the Northern Michigan Wildcats. GVL I KEVIN sielaff

WORD SCRAMBLE
Rearrange the letters to discover
something pertaining to birds.

REEFDE

score only 14 points in the first
half, shooting 0-for-9 from
behind that arc and 2-for-8
from the free throw line. The
defense kept the Lakers in
the game only trailing by 10
points after the first half.
“It doesn’t matter how
much you’re down, how much
you’re up even, we are going
to keep fighting and playing
hard,” said senior Taylor Lutz.
On senior day, freshman
Cassidy Boensch provided
the Lakers with a spark off
the bench. Boensch scored 10
points in the game and gave the
Lakers some height against a
tall Northern Michigan lineup.
“It was the most assertive
she has been on both ends of
the floor,” Williams said. “Of
fensively, she went at the glass,

are in their last days at GVSU,
but it’s not time to think about
legacy or anything else just yet.
“Every year we see it,” he
said. “I remember being a

freshman. It’s here now and
it’s over, but we’ve got to move
forward now because we still
have something to play for.”

LIGHTS OUT: Grand Valley State senior guard Luke Ryskamp awaits
a pass against Michigan Tech Thursday. Feb. 16. GVL I LUKE holmes

drew some fouls and made
some fiee throws. That was
probably her effort of the year.”
In need of a big play to
gain momentum, Lutz de
livered with two minutes
left in the third quarter. Lutz
missed a contested layup,
but instead of giving up on
the play, she ripped the ball
from a Wildcats player’s
hands and scored a layup.
“That was what maybe set
the tone for our team and
our bench that you know
what, ‘We’re not losing this
or at least we’re going to go
down fighting,”’ Williams
said. “That play set the tone
for the rest of the half.”
Cairnduff added another
momentum boost when she
scored a layup with four sec
onds left in the quarter while
drawing a foul and sinking
the ensuing free throw.
The Lakers were down

only three points heading into
the fourth quarter. The de
fense forced a few turnovers
and eventually the Lakers
grabbed their first lead of the
game with two minutes left.
“It was incredible to see
that grit,” Langs said. “That
helps us going into tourna
ment time because there
might be a time you’re down
10 and you have to fight back.”
The Lakers went on to
win the game on Langs’ jump
shot in the final seconds
of the game. It marked the
first time GVSU won a game
when scoring 50 points or
fewer since a matchup with
SVSU in January of 2012.
GVSU has one more
game left on the regular
season schedule before the
GLIAC Tournament. The
Lakers will play Ferris State
Thursday, Feb. 23 at 6 p.m.
in Big Rapids.
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answers
BY BRADY MCATAMNEY
BMCATAMNEY@LANTHORN.COM

The 2017 season did not
begin as the No. 8 ranked
Grand Valley State womens
lacrosse team had hoped,
as the Lakers dropped two
games in Lakeland, Florida to
No. 1 Florida Southern by a
score of 18-12 Thursday, Feb.
16 and then fell to No. 2 Adelphi 21-2 Saturday, Feb. 18.
The first 30 minutes of the
season went well for the Lak
ers against Florida Southern.
After surrendering three goals
to open the game, they even
tually cut the lead to a single
goal and trailed by only three
goals at halftime. The second
half would play differently, as
the Moccasins scored sue of the
next eight goals and the Lakers
were never able to get closer
than five goals after that.
Freshman midfielder Abbi
O’Neal netted three goals on
seven shots in her college de
but while juniors Meghan
Datema and Ashley Bailey
each added two goals and an
assist. Despite the opposing
teams score, junior goalkeeper
Brianna DiMilia compiled a
nice game, stopping 13 shots.
Two factors that played a
role in the defeat were draw
controls and shots on net. The
Lakers were outdrawn 21-10
and the Moccasins managed 35
shots on goal to the Lakers’ 10.
“I think we needed to
value the ball. I think in 60
minutes we played defense
for about 40 minutes of it,”
said GVSU coach Alicia
Groveston. “It was a good
quality performance overall,
but I think our mistakes were
poorly timed. We worked in
credibly hard on one end and
■

■■■.*------ --

we turned the ball over. We
need to take care of the ball
so the defense can get a rest.
“It was just poorly timed
mistakes and just pure exhaus
tion towards the end.”
The players echoed the
statements of their head
coach and emphasized the
need to play to the whistle
on every possession.
“I think that we definitely
need to clean up the ground
balls and be more aggressive
when it comes to getting pos
session and keeping posses
sion,” Datema said. “We need
to play to the whistle and hustle
to the ball on every play ’
One thing GVSU prided
themselves on during the Flor
ida Southern game was they
refused to quit, and that is re
flected in the scoring log—the
Lakers scored three of the last
five goals of the game and al
lowed only two goals in the last
17 minutes of the match.
Unfortunately for GVSU,
the momentum gained from
the end of the Florida Southern
game would not carry over into
Saturday’s matchup, at least not
for the whole game.
Adelphi netted the first
two goals of the game before
Datema scored off an assist
from senior Ryan Skomial to
make the score 2-1 at the 26:02
mark in the first half, but the
Panthers would score the next
18 goals before an O’Neal goal
halted the run with only 3:23
left on the clock.
“Everything
(went
wrong). I don’t think I could
pinpoint one thing that went
super well to be honest with
you,” Groveston said. “I don’t
really have an answer for you
and we didn’t have an answer
for them. It was really one of

GV lacrosse goes
0-2 in opening
two games of 2017

DEFEAT: Grand Valley State's Ryan Skomial (1) looks on during a game last season. The No. 8 ranked Lakers did not get off to a start to the
2017 season that they had hoped, losing on the road to both No. 2 ranked Adelphi and No. 1 ranked Florida Southern GVL I KEVIN SIELAFF

the poorest performances for
us I’ve ever seen.”
Draw controls and shots
remained an issue, as GVSU
managed eight draws and nine
shots to AU’s 16 and 32.
In what is a relatively
short season for Division II
lacrosse, teams do not get
many opportunities to lose

big games, and Groveston
made it clear that the Lakers
are already looking at having
to turn their season around
with a change in mentality,
and it starts with the players.
“I think generally, it is be
lief. We have a young team
and a lot of these girls didn’t
get to experience the thrill of

beating Florida Southern (last
year),” Skomial said. “Granted
this was (the top two ranked
teams), so we’ve already played
the best teams, everything af
ter this won’t be as good as the
top two teams. We’ve already
seen the best of it. Just seeing
the positives and knowing that
anything is possible can help

us with the turnaround.”
The Lakers will look to
earn their first victory on
the season and turn things
around when they travel to
Sparks, Maryland March 2 to
do battle with No. 12 Bentley
at 3 p.m, followed by battles
with No. 3 Le Moyne and No.
20 Pace the same week
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TRACK AND FIELD
BY JACOB ARVIDSON
JARVIDSON@LANTHORN.COM

The Grand Valley State
track and field Tune-Up
Meet provides a last chance
opportunity for athletes to
earn a spot at nationals. For
the Lakers specifically, it also
serves as a chance to recog
nize the senior class as they
compete in the final home
indoor meet of their careers.
“They’ve put a lot of hard
work, time, effort and en
ergy into our program over
the course of their careers,”
said GVSU head coach Jerry
Baltes. “It’s good to take a few
seconds out of the meet to
show a little bit of apprecia
tion for all they’ve done.”
One of the seniors being
recognized was triple-jumper
Samora Nesbitt. Widely re
garded by his Laker team
mates as the team leader, it
was important for him to end
his time in the Kelly Family
Sports Center on a high note.
He hit the highest note pos
sible.
On the final home triple
jump of his career, Nesbitt
soared 15.45 meters (50 feet,
8.25 inches) to a new GVSU
record, breaking his year-old
record of 15.23 meters.
“It was exciting,” he said.
“Last week I had a big foul, so
I felt like it was going to happen
eventually, and because it was
my last jump in here at the crib.”
Nesbitt’s distance was just
two centimeters short of an au
tomatic qualifying mark for the
national meet in March.
“It was definitely some
thing that I had set as a goal
for the year,” he said. “So to
be two centimeters short is
frustrating, but either way
I’ll still take the jump.”
However, Friday’s perfor
mance was the fourth-best
jump in Division II this year in
the event, all but guaranteeing
Nesbitt a trip to Birmingham,
Alabama in three weeks for the
national championship meet.
Chant’e Roberts was anoth
er Laker trying to use the Tune
Up Meet as a chance to raise
her stock for nationals.
“I know how to finish,
it’s just the beginning,” she
said. “I know I can hold a
smooth beginning, so now I
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
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HOPS: Grand Valley State senior Samora Nesbitt jumps during
a meet last season at the Kelly Family Sports Center. GVL I ARCHIVE

just have to finish it strong. I
know in my race where I can
make up more seconds.”
The junior helped the
women’s 4x400 meter relay hit
an automatic qualifying mark
last week and was looking to
earn her own in the open 400.
She needed to run faster than
56.07 seconds to place herself
in the top 16 nationally.
Roberts did just enough,
crossing the finish line in 55.99
seconds. With the conference
championships next weekend,
Roberts’ spot at nationals is far
from guaranteed, but if the sea

son ended today, she would be
on her way to Birmingham.
“It makes me feel good
and nervous at the same time
to know that I’m not solidi
fied yet,” Roberts said. “I’m al
ready going, but it’d be really
cool to go individually.”
Next up is the GLLAC
Championship meet hosted
by Findlay, a two-day com
petition beginning Saturday,
March 25. The Laker women
will look to win their 18th
consecutive conference title,
while the men will look to
earn their eighth in a row.
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Knife through the heart1
GV D3 hockey falls 10-3 to Michigan State in MCHC Tournament
BY BRENDAN MCMAHON
BMCMA HON@LA N THORN. COM

The Grand Valley State mens
dub hockey team (Division III)
fell to the Michigan State Spar
tans by a score of 10-3 in the first
round of the Michigan Colle
giate Hockey Conference Tour
nament Friday, Feb. 17.
The scoreboard did not
tell the whole story Friday
night at Edge Ice Center in
Holland. While the game
became lopsided near the
end, the Lakers squandered
several opportunities to gain
control early in the game.
The Lakers got onto the
scoreboard first with a goal by
Derek Simon, burying a re
bound that came his way just
six minutes into the contest.
“That goal was huge for us
because not only we got a goal
but it was huge for our momen
tum,” said GVSU forward Scott

Schueneman. “They had the
momentum up until that point,
and our goal shifted it.” •
Michigan State responded
only four minutes later to tie it
up at 1-1. 'Ihe score remained
even for the duration of the
first period. Both teams played
fast, generating plenty of scor
ing chances on each end.
“We fell into a little bit of
a rut and when they scored
their first goal. It set us back
quite a bit,” Simon said.
Michigan State began the
scoring in the second period
with an early goal to make it
2-1. Much of the second period
passed with the puck in the
Lakers’ defensive zone.
As the second period came
winding down, forward Alex
Bjork found the back of the
net to tie up the game 2-2.
The Lakers took the mo
mentum into the locker room
with them at the second inter
mission. The objective of the

third period was to simplify the
game and start fast.
“We knew what we had to
do to win and we didn’t do it,”
Schueneman said. “We broke
down defensively and all the
penalties definitely didn’t help.”
Michigan State scored three
unanswered goals within the
first six minutes of the second
period, two of which were
scored on power plays. Michi
gan State controlled a three goal
lead in the third but with plenty
of time on the clock.
“When they got that fourth
goal it was like a knife through
the heart and we didn’t really
respond well after that,” said
GVSU goalie Jack Lindsay.
Simon scored his second
goal of the night, cutting the
deficit to just two goals with
over 13 minutes remaining.
“Ihe goal helped a little bit
but our backs were still broken,
we needed some other guys to
step up,” Simon said.

Ihe Lakers took four penal
ties alone in the third period.
Playing short-handed for al
most half of the period, the
puck almost never escaped the
Inkers’ defensive zone.
“It makes it tough to win
and tough to compete when
you can’t even get out of your
own zone,” Schueneman said.
“They had a few power play
goals and you can’t really
bounce back from that just be
cause it kills your momentum
and people start doing things
on their own and it gets sloppy.”
Shot after shot, Michigan
State bombarded Lindsay
with 23 shots in the third
period alone. Lindsay would
make a grand total of 46
saves on the night.
“There was definitely a lot
of stress not just on me, but on
the team and the penalty kill
ing unit,” Lindsay said. “Having
to always be on the ice gasses
some guys and myself. Always

POOR FINISH: Grand Valley State's Scott Schueneman tries to pro
tect the puck during a home game last season, gvl | luxe holmes

being in our zone means we’re
not scoring goals in their zone.”
Michigan State netted
four more goals including
one with the Lakers again
short-handed. Michigan State
would go on to win 10-3.
The Lakers believe the
poor performance was a
representation of the sloppy
week of practice they had
leading up to the game.
A few players admitted to
not taking this game too seri
ously because it was only the
conference tournament. The
Lakers may have overlooked

this game thinking about the
American C Collegiate Hockey
Association playoffs, which
start Feb. 24.
The Lakers’ ACHA first
round game is against—who
else—Michigan State. The
Lakers are 3-1-1 versus the
Spartans this season.
“Way before we think
about the game we have to
come into practice with a
winning attitude,” Simon
said. “We have enough talent,
we just have to work hard
enough and play with a men
tality that we’re going to win.”

COLUMN

Pistons must sell on NBA Trade Deadline

BY JAKE CARROLL
JCARROLL@LANTHORN.COM

‘Tis the season for NBA
trade rumors. The De
troit Pistons have been no
stranger to the rumors this
year, and for good reason.
They’re not performing
nearly to expectations and
fans are blaming Pistons’
point guard Reggie Jackson.
I’m supposed to write a full

article, but the Pistons trade
deadline could be summed up
in five words: Reggie Jackson
and Aron Baynes.
Sure, both of these play
ers were great last season,
but Baynes is leaving in free
agency this year, and Jackson
is not leading the team nearly
as well as he should be.
This lack of leadership and
floor command is clear every
time backup point guard Ish
Smith comes onto the floor. At
the beginning of the season,
Smith started for the Pistons
because Jackson was sidelined
due to a knee surgery.
When Jackson returned,
The Pistons were one game
above .500. Fifteen games after
Jackson’s return, the Pistons
were three games below .500.
The game Jackson re
turned, the Pistons had won

five of their last six behind
Smith. It seemed like Smith
was just getting into his
groove and putting up num
bers with scary consistency.
The Pistons were also
the number one defense in
the NBA, and the team that
gave up the least amount of
turnovers.
The problem with trading
Jackson, however, is there is
little to no trade market for
him. He hasn’t produced num
bers lately, and no teams want
him all that badly.
Now onto Aron Baynes. He
was the saving grace of the Pis
tons last season because center
Andre Drummond couldn’t be
in the end of games due to his
shoddy free throw percentage.
He was arguably one of the
biggest reasons why the Pistons
made the playoffs for the first

time since 2009.
This season, however, I like
to call him Butterfinger Baynes.
The man cannot hold onto a
rebound, pass— anything. His
hands are frying pans and the
ball bounces right off of them.
The one thing the Pistons
would miss if they were to
trade Baynes is speed at the
center spot. Drummond
and Boban Marjanovic are
not all that quick, whereas
Baynes can keep up with the
quicker big men that like to
play around the three point
arc like Anthony Davis and
Dirk Nowitzki.
So, trade Reggie and trade
Baynes. But for who?
New Orleans has been
looking for another big man to
play with Anthony Davis and
Baynes could fill that role. New
Orleans is also trying to deal

away Jrue Holiday. The Pistons
seriously lack at the shooting
guard position and Tyreke
Evans is a young, proven, hard
working player that I think
could truly excel in coach Stan
Van Gundy’s system.
That being said, I have
played around with the ESPN
trade machine quite a bit, and
a deal of Reggie Jackson and
Aron Baynes going to New
Orleans for Jrue Holiday and
Tyreke Evans works out.
Another player the Pistons
might want to go after is
Kemba Walker from the Char
lotte Hornets. He’s one of the
best point guards in the Eastern
Conference and has never
played with a true big man like
Drummond since Al Jefferson.
How that deal would go, I
have no idea. Van Gundy has
done magical things in the

past, though.
I couldn’t talk about the
magic of Stan Van without
bringing up the Phoenix Suns.
Two seasons ago during free
agency, Van Gundy finessed
Reggie Bullock and Marcus
Morris away from the Phoenix
Suns for one second round
draft pick. Maybe this season
Phoenix would be willing to
deal away Eric Bledsoe?
Bledsoe is another player
that could potentially re
place Jackson at the starting
point guard spot.
Thursday, Feb. 23 is the
NBA Trade deadline, so we are
in for an exciting week The
Pistons are known to make
deadline day moves, and I’m
all for it. Something needs to
change for this team. 1 think
a trade is just the way to rally
and galvanize them.
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Announcements

Housing

Announcements

Room available at 48 West!
Looking to sublease for
Winter 2017 until July 2017.
Amenities include parking,
laundry in unit, your own
bathroom, and storage. 48
West has Menna’s Joint,
workout facility, game room,
and a theatre. Rent is
lowered to $507 w/ utilities.
Please contact me at
(616)648-5522 or at
richteta@mail.gvsu.edu!

The Career Fair is an
excellent place to kick off
your job or internship search
and start networking with
organizations looking to hire
Grand Valley students and
alumni of all majors! Over
230 employers with
THOUSANDS of immediate
openings are expected to
attend. Thursday, February
23 from 1 p-5p at the DeVos
Place Convention Center,
303 Monroe Ave NW, Grand
Rapids, Ml 49503.

OR CALL

616-331-2460

Announcements

L. Looking for a subleaser
2017-2018 year at Enclave
Cottages. It is a 4 room, 4.5
bath. One room is up for
subleasing with bathroom.
$558/month all utilities
included. I will pay the
subleasing fee. Contact
Sierra Williams at
313-400-9396 if interested.

Need a subieaser for a
Copper Beach Townhome
Room! Rent @ $450/month,
community fee paid!
Roommates are quiet and
considerate! Cant live there
myself, because I’m
transferring. Contact me at
jarmoluj@mail.gvsu.edu

Meadows Crossing is the
best off-campus housing in
Grand Valley apartments.
Our townhomes
and Allendale apartments in
Allendale offer modern
amenities, comfort, privacy,
and a great location.
Conveniently located at the
48th Avenue entrance to
Grand Valley State
University’s Allendale
campus. Schedule a tour
today and experience the
best off-campus, GVSU
apartments in the Allendale
rental market!

Announcements

From your friends at
Facilities: Save green! Cut
down on your energy use to
help GV save money and
the earth!

Where do Lakers hang out in
summer? MACOMB
COMMUNITY COLLEGE!
Because with affordable
tuition, credits that transfer,
and classes you need, it’s
the perfect place for you to
get ahead! Becoming a
guest student is easy. Don’t
miss out!
Visit Macomb edu/guest

ANSWERS
PUZZLES

6001 COIT AVE NE,
GRAND RAPIDS, Ml
COLLEGE NIGHT-

What do trampolines and
aerobics have in common?
Aerials Gym of course! Fun
times to be had during their
college night every
Saturday, 10pm to 12am,
only $10/person. Visit
www.aerialsgymgr.com for
more information!

Take your career to the next
level with a Graduate
Business Degree. Whether
you’re seeking a promotion,
new job or career change,
Oakland University has a
graduate business program
for you. Apply online at
Oakland edu/grad

To Matt a Junior at GV:
Saturday evening, Jan 21st
you helped an elderly
woman with her groceries.
She wants to thank you so
much for your assistance
She says that it’s nice to see
a young person be so
helpful. If you are reading
this Matt, please call or
email Jackie Messing at
jjmessing@gmail.com or
(616)735-0390, she would
love to thank you.

Look out! The Student
Senate Election Guide will
be coming out on in the
March 27th issue of the
Lanthorn, and voting opens
at that time too! Get active
and help choose our next
Student Leaders!
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Work on Mackinac Island
This Summer - Make
lifelong friends. The Island
House Hotel and Ryba’s
Fudge Shops are seeking
help in all areas: Front Desk,
Bell Staff, Wait Staff, Sales
Clerks, Kitchen, Baristas.
Dorm Housing, bonus, and
discounted meals.

SATURDAYS

lom-uAM*

Watch GVTV’s "After the
Whistle" on Monday nights.
It’s GVSU’s source for
sports, local and national
Like us on Facebook and
follow us on Twitter!
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Do you have something you
want to say? Put it into a
classified! They are free for
students, facility, and staff
(some restrictions apply).
Submit your classified to
lakerexchange@
lanthorn.com or call
(616) 331-8860.
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Counseling Center is
offering free and completely
confidential eating disorder
screenings to all GVSU
students, faculty & staff on
National Eating Disorder
Screening Day, Wednesday,
February 22. It only takes
ten minutes to complete a
screening and find out your
results. Questions? Give us
a call at (616) 331-3266
or email us:
gvcounsl@gvsu.edu

(906) 847-7196.
www.theislandhouse.com

FOLLOW US!

GVLanthorn
Grand Valley Dentistry is
now accepting new clients!
Located within a few miles of
the Allendale campus,
Grand Valley Dentistry is the
perfect place to stop in and
get your smile looking great!
Schedule an appointment
today by calling
(616) 895-7400,
or visit
www allendaledentist.com.

Tutor Needed! 9 year old
high functioning boy, autistic,
creative thinker and high
functioning. Looking for
someone consistent, 4-8hrs
a week, paid!
Call 616-648-3273 for more
information and a phone
interview!
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